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“Knowing how to measure productivity or 
even define developer productivity has 

remained elusive.”



“Quantifying our impact is an existential 

challenge."

Chad Sanderson, Head of Platform at Convoy



Measuring productivity is hardPart 1:

Part 2: Why basic metrics aren’t enough

Part 3: A better way to measure



Caitlin Sadowski, Google

“Defining productivity has been a challenge 
facing both researchers and practitioners.”















“One failure mode I've seen is a leader comes 

in and says, ‘DORA metrics across the board.’ 

Because it's an easy button.”

Laura Tacho, Engineering Leadership Coach







“Too many organizations spend effort 

building beautiful DORA dashboards that 

nobody looks at.” 

Nathen Harvey, DORA



“Every conference I go to feels like it's full of  

people talking about not just the DORA 

metrics but their shortcomings.”

Brian Guthrie, VPE at Meetup



“We didn't intend to claim that these are 

the metrics that you should use.”

Dr. Margaret-Anne Storey, Co-Author of SPACE
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Common engineering metrics

Lead time
Issue cycle time
WIPs
Deployment frequency
Pull request throughput
Pull request cycle time
Story points 
Change failure rate
MTTR
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Manufacturing metrics

Lead time
Total Cycle Time
WIP Inventory/Turns
On-Time Delivery to Commit
Throughput
Yield
Capacity Utilization
Reportable Incidents
Schedule or Production Attainment
Engineering Change Order Cycle Time
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Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association
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Collin Green & Ciera Jaspan, Google

Pounds of  coal shoveled tells you which shovelers 

are the best; lines of  code will not tell you which 

software developers are the best.





REALITY

DREAM





“Engineers tell me: ‘I get it, the book Accelerate is 

great, but that’s not the world I live in.’”

Max Pugliese, Director of Platform Engineering at Apple



Hard metrics don’t tell you 

the full story



“Hard metrics tell you what developers are 

doing, but they don’t tell you why.”

Ciera Jaspan, Engineering Productivity Research at Google



Hard metrics don’t tell you 

where to focus



Measuring productivity is hardPart 1:

Part 3: A better way to measure

Part 2: Why basic metrics aren’t enough









What if we just asked developers…
 



What if we just asked developers…
 

a.k.a. qualitative metrics











“Surveys help you measure things that are in 

principle not measurable objectively.”

Ciera Jaspan, Engineering Productivity Research at Google



“Qualitative metrics are your highest coverage 

information.”

Max Kanat-Alexander, Principal Engineer at LinkedIn



Douglas W. Hubbard, How to Measure Anything

“The human mind has remarkable advantages over 

mechanical measurements for assessing complex 

and ambiguous situations.”





Collin Green, Engineering Productivity Research at Google

“When we first started our survey, there was a lot of  

selling to execs like, ‘this isn't just people's opinions, 

this is actually valuable data.’”



Myth: Survey data is purely subjective





Myth: Survey data is unreliable






